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Single Mums Business Network aka SMBN
www.singlemumsbusinessnetwork.com
Business Network for Single Mums in the United Kingdom

Welcome to the Single Mums Business
Magazine brought to you by the Single
Mums Business Network. My name is Jules
and I set up the SMBN following my own
journey as a single mum in business.
The purpose of the SMBN, whilst raising
awareness of the need for flexible working,
is to bring single mums throughout the UK
together, to celebrate the truth that we are
hard-working women with happy, healthy
children, and to help each other gain
exposure to our businesses to ensure that
we succeed in achieving financial
independence without being trapped due to
childcare restrictions.
We have had a challenging year, with Covid19 doing its best to bring us down, and we
have also had a lot of support, with
exposure on local and national radio as well
as on ITV along with letters from Royalty!
Whilst we have our work cut out, we are
being seen and heard, and our Government
are making some positive changes. Whilst
Covid-19 has brought heartache, and it will

create fear and uncertainty for many for the
first time. It has also opened many doors to
working from home, or working slightly
flexibly. Many people, for the first time in
their lives have experienced being locked
out of their professional careers, needing to
apply for benefits, and realising that this is
no way to live, unaffordable, and highly
unlikely to be a ‘choice’ for anybody. It has
raised awareness of homelessness and
relative poverty, and barriers to finance and
work, where there is high demand and
limited childcare. Covid-19 has made us
appreciate our freedom more than ever and
helped us to see the incredible benefits to
our climate when we slow down and see it
in its purest state.

We have so much to look forward to, and
look forward we must, as we cheer on our
scientists and medical professionals to
protect us and come up with a vaccine. We
must trust that freedom is around the
corner, with increased awareness of matters
long overdue for consultation.

KIH Products, est. 2013 T/A Single Mums Business Network
Head Office: Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire.
Registered Office: Carlson Suite C/O Millhall Consultants Ltd, Vantage Point,
Business Village, Mitcheldean, England, GL17 0DD. Tel: 01452 471819
email: smbn@singlemumsbusinessnetwork.co.uk
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When C-19 is under control have meetings all over the uk

For the foreseeable future we have members only meetings on Zoom.
We meet monthly on Wednesdays from 11am—1pm, it is more like a coffee
morning where members can pop in for two hours or ten minutes. We chat, we
connect, and we support. This is included in membership.

When County Coordinators host meetings for their Counties on Zoom, charges
will apply for their time. Non-members and members can attend these.
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Thriving in Business during a Pandemic – How therapists, and any
business, can generate income
amongst uncertainty. The beauty
of ACP
A few years ago I set-up a little Facebook page
for something called ACP (Accumulated Credit
Payment) – I wanted to encourage others to
give a lifeline that had been given to me when I
needed to start a business, without having a
single penny disposable income. I’m raising
awareness of it again now – as it may be just
what you, and your customers need, to help
your business not only survive, but thrive
during Covid-19.It is very simple, and very easy
to administer.
I see a lot of posts where people are offering
either discounts, or vouchers, in the hope that
this will help to generate some income in
difficult times, and whilst that holds great
intention, it does not solve the issue of
uncertainty about timescales or finances.
Many people will naturally be vary wary about
spending £40-£100 on a voucher, when they
may be worried about how long their finances
have to stretch. Equally, offering discounts still
requires an outlay, and devalues your product
or service.

That is where ACP comes in - it is something that I desperately needed when I
formed the company 7 years ago.
ACP is not credit, nor is it discount, it is simply
enabling your customers and clients to pay an
affordable amount each week. I have always
been proud to offer this for the KIH Bed, and
with every product or service that I offer, as
once you have experienced financial stress,
you do not want others to be locked out,
essentially in ‘relative’ poverty. As it stands, I
think that come September, when the children
are in school and we can get back to much
needed maintenance, business, in the beauty
and holistic industries, will thrive once more,

so why not let your customer base know that
they can start an account with you now, so
that they have credit with you and all they
need to do is book in when you are open
again? It saves them the embarrassment of
worrying about outlay, and you benefit from
immediate, and crucially consistent income. It
is easy to set-up a standing order, and of
course you have options such as regular FB
payments now, and if you are a limited
company you can let GoCardless do all the
admin for you – the customer sets up the DD
with them, they pay you, and they let you
know if the customer cancels the DD – they
take a small fee, but it’s not much, and well
worth it for the convenience for you and your
customers.
You are in a very powerful position right now, to not
only help your own business, but to offer a lifeline
to your clients in times of uncertainty. Even your
more affluent customers are likely to appreciate and
enjoy having consistent credit with their favourite
practitioners, so that they can enjoy regular
treatments without even thinking about the money.
We are all able to help each other. Let your
customers help you now, so that you can help them
in the future. This can be applied to any business in
any industry. Car servicing, MOT’s, restaurants,
therapies, DIY, electronics, Legal, Support roles;
whatever it is you offer, let people start paying you
now, so that they can reap the rewards in 16 or so
weeks when the children are in school and they are
ready to push forward with business whilst taking

good care of themselves.
And of course if you are pregnant, take a look
at the KIH Products website – on the find a
therapist page you can have a look on the map
for a chiropractor, osteopath, spa, hotel, or
massage therapist near you, offering
treatments using the KIH Bed Pregnancy
Cushion – which enables you to lay prone (on
your belly) in both your second and third
trimester of pregnancy.
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It was really great to hear Martin Lewis
talk about the MIF being lifted in the
beginning of November, as part of his C19
televised support; until this, many people
wouldn’t know about it or understood
how it worked.. Let me explain.

desperate to work, they have an extensive
skillset, but because of childcare
restrictions v presenteeism they lose their
careers and are asked to work part time in
low skilled and low paid work.

If, because of all the reasons explained,
you are out of salaried work, and fighting
to grow a business because you do not
want to live on benefits, you may still
need to rely on benefits for a while. When
you are a single mum on benefits, the
period that you have to draw a full time
wage from your business is 12 months.

So what is the bigger picture?

Most men and women in my network
know that it takes a few years to build a
business to such a level that you can cover
your business expenses, pay for continued
growth, and draw a full time wage.
A married mother will often have the
stability of her husband’s income while
she builds her business around childcare.
If her husband’s salary worked the same
way benefits did, the Government would
take several hundred pound of that every
month, regardless of whether or not his
wife was bringing money in from her
business, because she ‘should’ be. This
will leave them short for rent, food, bills,
council tax and so on, and certainly
without disposable income.
I hear you argue that her husband earns
that money, but a single mum doesn’t
earn benefits, but we need to understand.
We trust 20% + of our wages to the
Government every month without
question, for a lifetime, in agreement that
we will not be destitute in our hour of
need. In health, or income. Single mums
in business have not chosen a benefit
lifestyle, they are not workshy, they are

If a single mum ‘gives in’ on building her
business at the stroke of 12, she is then
forced into under skilled and under paid
work, and is equally forced into needing
benefit top ups for the duration of being
a single parent. However, if she is
supported and encouraged to build her
business for a couple of years, until she
DOES achieve that income, she will not
need benefits for the rest of her working
life, and she will go back to paying tax
sooner rather than later.
It is critical to remember, that most
mums end up in business because they
need the flexibility around childcare. If it
was that appealing, all men would do it
too, but it is much easier to enjoy a salary,
a pension, work comradeship and have the
children looked after by their primary
carer.
I apologise this text leans towards women
at home and men in employment, but that
is based on the majority. I am aware that
this applies to many fathers and single
dads also.
So what do we need? Understanding,
humanity, and appreciation that we are
trying to be financially independent longterm. And that the short term money we
may need is our tax, that we paid without
question, to ensure we are all okay.
A gastric band costs us tax payers 8more
than a year of housing benefit.

Digital Innovation Award Winner
Zoe Desmond
Frolo, an app that connects single parents
throughout the UK

https://frolo.com/
Best Networker Award Winner
Kirstie Preece
network leader for Omni and the SMBN
Gloucestershire

Instagram Influencer Award Winner
Tanya Smith
https://www.tanyashealthyliving.com/

Legal SMiB of the Year Winner
Rebecca Ingram
www.rebeccaingram.co.uk

Best Blog Winner
Helen, Michelle and Christian
#shecan365
https://www.shecan365.com/
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Gingerbread
Group Leader of the Year Winner
Sherisha Richards
Worcestershire Solo Warriors

Mentor of the Year Winner
Herman Stewart
https://hermanstewart.com/

Family Employer of the Year Winner
Laura Callahan of Willow HR
https://www.willowhr.com/about

Acing Adversity Winner
Danielle Fletcher from Learn Digital with
Danielle
https://www.instagram.com/
learndigitalwithdanielle/

Super start-up Winner
Nehaya Zitawi of Hiya’s Healing
https://www.hiyashealing.com/
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Community Champion Winner
Genny Jones, Accountancy Trainer and
Happiness and Wellbeing Consultant
www.gennyjonestraining.com

Best Collaborator Winner
Catherine Gladwyn
VA Support and Advice
https://catherinegladwyn.co.uk/

Multimixer of the Year Winner
Samantha Poole
https://sjpcollective.com/

Excellence in Customer Care Winner
Lisa Berry of Cheeky Little Prints
Personalised Silver Pet Print Jewellery
https://cheekylittleprints.co.uk/about/

Special Award – Friend of the SMBN
Thank you Marie Hall, and thank
you Empowerment House for not only
joining the SMBN as a friend in 2019 but
for promoting, supporting, and cheering
us on consistently throughout the year.
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Thank you to the following individuals and companies that have either sponsored a category
or donated a prize for one of our 2020 award winners:
A 2-night stay in any Jupiter Hotel
Ellen from Link Legal has donated a prize of Tea for Two at the Ritz www.link-legal.co.uk
Kidstart has donated an Annual Membership as a prize www.kidstart.co.uk
Nancy Mac Clothing have donated a £100 clothes voucher https://www.nancymac.co.uk/

West Midland Safari Park Entry donated entry, A Robe was been donated from Dunelm!
Sharon Kearns has donated €100 voucher as a prize www.yourstyleyourstory.com
Alison of Peritia Ltd has donated a free 1-1 Coaching Session www.peritialtd.co.uk
Zeezi's Photography have donated a corporate photoshoot https://www.zeezisphotography.com/
and more—see website for more details—just Google SMBN

To Sponsor the SMBN 2021 Awards please see Sponsorship Page
Awards | Single Mums Business Network
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The Family Network sponsored the ‘Best Networker Category’
https://thefamilynetwork.net

The Single Mum in Law category was sponsored by Link-Legal Solutions Ltd
a Paralegal Law Firm specialising in Corporate Law
www.link-legal.co.uk

Neesie sponsored the ‘Acing Adversity’ Category
NEESIE is a unique concept which provides supportive friendships and help
for single mothers
https://neesie.org

Thank you to our Judges!
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I have spoken to Government officials on a number of occasions
since launching the SMBN in 2019, and I am pleased to report that
they do care and they are listening! Change takes time, but we still
need to be consistently clear what change is needed. For me, it is
quite simple; work in sync with skillset, salary and school. Being a
mother should not be the end of your career, and it should not be a
one way ticket to relative poverty, working in low skilled jobs for low
pay, just because you cannot stick to an archaic work pattern. C19
has proven how much work we can do from home, and it has also
proved how isolating it is to HAVE to be at home not working, we all
love the banter and bouncing ideas around the room, that doesn’t
change when you become a mum, but more often than not you are
forced out of that work life, and set back 20 years financially.
Imagine doing the school run, heading into the office, and finishing
up e-mails and calls at home for a couple of hours. So doable in the
21st century. But presenteeism = benefits. Simple.
We also have barriers to finance, as once you struggle, things just
worse, i.e credit scores and interest rates.
We also have problems with Water Bills in properties that are not
metered, we are charged a lot more than we use, and often when
forced into rental property, on a six month AST, there is little you can
do about it. Water companies make billions in profits at the expense
of those who have to pay for water not used.
We have continual problems with recalculations with Council Tax
and other benefits, because our income varies, and bailiffs are sent
as we are forced to repay a miscalculation in a very limited period of
time, that isn’t sustainable.
Bank charges set us back, yet the rich are rewarded. So many things

need to change, and they will, but not without our help to raise
awareness where ignorance is genuine.
Over the next few pages some members share some insight, and
make some pleads where we know help is needed..
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How long have you been a single mum?
2.5 years
What do you love most about being a single mum?
Watching her grow, smile and become a mini-me, she inspires me to lead as a good example
as an independent woman.
How are you making work work as a single mum? or trying too?
Multitasking like a superhuman. Making sure time in the office is spent solely on work and
time with my daughter is solely time with her, not mixing either.
If you could ask Gov to change one thing to help you manage this - what would it be?

To assist more with under 3's childcare costs.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

How long have you been a single mum?
5 years (almost)
What do you love most about being a single mum?
Independence. No judgement. My decisions are my own (depending on what works for my
daughter as well). It's empowering and I am able to show my daughter how to rise as a strong
woman.

How are you making work work as a single mum? or trying too?
I was when I was lecturing but now I'm juggling as best I can whilst getting my business up
and running. Once it's ready to go then I'll be able to stand on my own two feet properly, all
being well.
Support for single mums in straitened circumstances, trying to project themselves forward,
doesn't seem to exist and so makes the hill harder to climb.
If you could ask Gov to change one thing to help you manage this - what would it be?

A package that includes sufficient financial support and contacts/open doors
to the right people to help springboard women and their businesses into their
own spotlight.
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How long have you been a single mum. 5 1/2 years.
What do you love most about being a single parent?
Being in control of all decisions with my children, and home life. The privilege of my children
being with me 80% of the time and for my children to see how mummy never gives up, works
from home to provide a good life for them.
How are you making work work being a single mum?

It’s a juggle for sure. Managing my work time while kids are a school and spending time with
them in the half term breaks. School holidays are the biggest challenge having two children to
entertain and fit work in. I tend to work early mornings or after the children go to bed. Being
self employed is by far the better decision for me and my boys as I’m not paying out child
care fees and not missing important events like Christmas plays and sports day.
If you could ask the Gov one thing to help change?

I would like free or much lower cost child care fees in the holidays. If I could
send my children even 1 day a week I could complete a lot more work and
have the rest of the time to look after my children. Self employed single
parents need a lot more support financially, especially first starting out in
business. More grants should be available for older single parents.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

How long have you been a single mum? 8 years
What do you love most about being a single mum? Being free to make decisions
How are you making work work as a single mum? or trying too? Being in a flexible business
that grows residual income
If you could ask Gov to change one thing to help you manage this - what would it be?

Make the struggle less hard particularly financial support for longer to get
established in business
A package that includes sufficient financial support and contacts/open doors
to the right people to help springboard women and their businesses into their
own spotlight.
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How long have you been a single mum ?
I have been a single mother since my youngest son who is now 6 was 6 weeks old. I also have
a 9 year old who has additional needs with the same father ( I use the term loosely) He hasn’t
seen the boys since my youngest was a year old. He has since some how managed to get out
of paying maintenance since last September (2019)
What do you love most about being a single mum?
I love the fact I get to see them grow up and make memories and occasionally I look back at
all the boys have achieved and think wow I made them and brought them up on my own as
well as juggling two jobs.
How are you making work , work as a single mum?
Tbh I would like to say I wing it , it consists of long days and planning, I am lucky enough that
in my part time job I work school hours and then my beauty business I work evenings and
weekends from home. The boys are very good and normally chill in their room whilst I am
with clients. It was harder when they had activities afterschool which was 4 evenings a week
hopefully the boys can get back to their afterschool activities once restrictions are eased
more over the coming months.
If I could ask the gov to change one thing to help manage this?

It would be to give single parents more help financially as we all know
universal credit is not good at all and to also provide longer and out of hours
childcare which you could get funding for. I struggle to do my beauty business
on weekends due to no childcare or very limited having to rely on friends.
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How long have you been a single mum?
I have been separated from my ex husband for over 5 years now; my daughter was three at
the time and so it was very confusing for her. She was very much a daddy's girl and spent
most of her time with him, whereas I worked long days and shifts away from home for sometimes days at a time.
What do you love most about being a single mum?
I love the bond we have now. I think it helps that she is a girl and the spit of me!! We have
our time together which is unique and special for us, and she comes to me about anything
she is going through.
How are you making work work as a single mum? or trying too?
I have only very recently started my own business just before covid hit, so it has been up and
down. In some ways though, it has made me even more determined to make my business
and self employment work, as I would hate to have been away from my daughter through
this confusing time: She was very anxious before lockdown, which children at school telling
her scare stories that they had seen and heard, and so working from home has meant that I
can prioritise her needs. I have adapted my hours and even the work that I do, so that I can
incorporate home schooling and just fun time into the working day so that it doesn't impact
on her too much. I think the key thing that works for us is that I have involved her every step
of the way and she understands what I am doing and why, and she is so much happier. She
hates the thought of me having to ever have to go back to an employed role as she says she
would never see me again!
If you could ask Gov to change one thing to help you manage this - what would it be?

To make flexible working and working from home a priority; I was always
made to feel like a problem or told it wasn't possible in previous roles, even
though the majority of my work was completed on a computer. I also think
that the government need to be offering more variety on mental health
support: This pandemic has further highlighted how the current mental
health system is not effective in being able to support and help everyone, and
they need to admit and fund other options. I would love to do the work I do
as an employed person with statutory rights etc, but it just isn't there yet,
despite there being so much scientific research to back it.
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I am a huge fan of #sisterhood,
and #womensupportingwomen
it’s not about being anti-men, it’s
just about embracing the tribe
we have lost in western society.
As a once unhappy
married
woman, in hindsight I know that I
would have been a much happier
wife, had I had my strong female
network when I felt so alone, as a
woman.
#sisterhood has so
many layers and it should not be
mistaken for man-hating.
Because I love my sisters, I hate
it when I see women behaving
badly, or unethically, without
caring how many women get
hurt along the way.
I have
previously removed a member
who sold wealth, when she did
not have wealth.
There are three things that I
despise. One, is selling the six
figure dream. Charging people
thousands and convincing them
that they will make thousands
as a result. You can turn over a
million
pound,
and
spend
£999,999.99 to do it. You have
to look at profit, and not
turnover. Equally, if somebody
charges 1000 people £1000 to
tell them to charge 1000 people
£1000—they are just supporting
a pyramid that will always leave
somebody struggling at the

bottom of the pyramid. This is
often how MLM plays out, and it
is why I have very strict rules
around recruiting. It is okay to
‘earn some extra money’, but
only when you have generated a
full-time income from sales
should you hold up clean hands
and tell the next person they can
work from home too.
Most
people who are pushed into
building a team do so because
the business is not sustainable
on it’s own.

I do buy from MLM, but, only
because I am happy to use a
member of my network as a
sales agent rather than a shop,
but why this bothers me, is they
do not get salary security,
holiday pay, sick pay, furlough,
or anything else that comes with
other mediums such as shop
staff, and so the companies need
to be held more accountable at
the top. Instead of convincing
people to work for free whilst
getting ten more people to work
for free.
Banks often lend to franchise
businesses, because they are
proven business models, where
the work has been done and the
money has been made, before a
territory can be sold as a
business.
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www.thedesignwebb.co.uk
Specialists in personalised paw print gifts
and sterling silver paw print jewellery.
Purrrfect gifts for pet owners.
Ad for

www.cheekylittleprints.co.uk

Meet our
Meet
Members!
our Members
SHOP PAGE
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Many of our members offer products and services that are ideal if you want to shop for Christmas
using local, small business. Please take a look through the catalogue for goodies such as
beauty products or massage vouchers. Meanwhile, there are a couple of members products that
I just HAVE to highlight. Jane knits incredible xmas tinsel, Lisa sells personalised silver pet
jewellery (her ad is on the last page), and Shannon, who is a lettering artist is perfect to design
bespoke, personalised gifts for you. Take a look!
Although many of us do sell on Amazon too! So when you are called to
abandon these large platforms, please don’t! They provide a crucial
lifeline to many small businesses. Thanks

https://www.thehandletteringstudio.london/
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Jane sells beautiful, eco friendly knitted Christmas tinsel via Esty
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing
893392315/soft-christmas-tinsel
Only £12 per strip
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Our Summer Holiday!

After the first lock-down we were all pretty desperate for a little
adult company whilst our children could run free! We met at
the Doward Campsite in Symonds Yat for a night and it was so
lovely to watch our children connect with each other whilst we
enjoyed primitive sisterhood, with plenty of clean air and
sanitiser!
Our culture means that we are often living isolated lives instead
of enjoying the community around us. It is so important to
work as tribes and embrace the perfect variety of skills as
nature intended. Together we are stronger. Together we are
healthier, and happier. Roll on Camping 2021!
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The Single Mums Business Network is not a charity and does
not benefit from any funding. Membership is only £5 per
month and you can enjoy exposure on-line and in print whilst
not only helping your own business gain exposure, but helping
other small businesses too!

You can join as a member or a friend of the SMBN, and you can
join if you are an employee who simply supports what the
SMBN stands for. Every member helps all other members and
helps our voices be heard by those who can make a difference.
It has been an amazing 12 months, and we look forward to
seeing what’s in store for 2021! A special thank you to the BBC
and ITV for helping us with interviews throughout Covid-19.
I think the pic below just about sums up 2020 for us all! Jules x
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Laura Callahan—Willow HR—Winner

To try and articulate how immensely
proud I am to share Laura’s story
seems too great a task. Not only is she
a single mum who fought to make
work work for her and her family, she
sustained, she grew, she employed,
and during Covid-19 when the selfemployed partners lost work, she
created and sustained three breadwinners. To add icing on the cake she has
now employed a new member of staff
who is pregnant. That story will follow.
I always wanted to showcase the single
mums who dispel misconceptions that
single mums are work shy living on
benefits to get a free house. We are
women, and amazing women at that!
Here is what Laura says:
I remember distinctly, as I am sure we
all do, listening intently to Boris Johnson telling us all that we are going in to
lockdown and cannot leave our homes

unless absolutely necessary.
As a small business owner with not
only your own mortgage but also staff
who rely on you to pay theirs, that is
terrifying. But as a single-parent family, with no second income coming in
to the home and two small children to
support, it is……..well, I cannot think
of a word that really sums it up, but
it’s a million times worse than distressing or petrifying!!
Thankfully, I cope well in a drama (it
goes with the job as a single parent!),
so I took a pause and looked for a way
through. I am fortunate that my
business can be carried out remotely,
but I did think that our clients may
stop needing us or would see us as
money they couldn’t afford to spend. I
expected our revenue would last for a
period, but then would take a sharp
36

drop. We had to prepare for everything
slowing to a grinding halt.
I had a pep talk with the two ladies who
worked for me at that time, and I said
that we had to keep going as long as we
could. We had to bring in the revenue
for as long as possible. We needed to
work together and find a way to work
around the new life balancing work,
home, schooling, childcare etc etc. It just
so happens that both ladies’ partners
were self-employed and the nature of
their work meant that they could no
long bring in an income. Us women had
to make it work for all of our families.
We were all the breadwinners now.
We did make it work, we worked the
hours we could, when we could. If my
team had somewhere else to be and had
to prioritise home, that’s what they did.
We started early, we worked late, we
stuck children in front of the TV sometimes, and sometimes we had to end
client calls to deal with an upset
child. We had a combined need to
survive and we knew we would get
through if we worked together and supported each other.
Fast-forward to 1st September and we
are having the best year ever, having
been in business for four years. We have
moved into premises and hired another
consultant. Business is booming and the
phone doesn’t stop ringing. We
remained present for our clients and
their unique set of needs (some are
booming, others are in crisis, and most
are in between), and importantly, we

were there for each other as team and
helped one another, listened to each
other when we’d had enough of lockdown (we all cried at some point!!).
I am incredibly grateful that we pushed
ahead and didn’t stop, we seized every
opportunity and made it work. We never
accepted defeat, we never considered
giving up. I maintained my business
development activity and we found new
ways to deliver to our clients. I will be
glad to see the back of this year, but I
will take forward my learning forever.
Laura Callaghan – Willow HR

I have no doubt of the calibre of Single
Mums in the UK and the SMBN is here
to ensure that these ladies get the
recognition and exposure they deserve,
and the best possible opportunity to
succeed in enjoying their families and
achieving financial freedom.
Members enjoy exposure to their
business with every visit to the SMBN
and associated PR.
Please don’t
hesitate to join us if you are a Single
Mum working hard to pay the bills
alone, we are here to help you. You do
not have to be a single mum to join, we
have friends of the SMBN too. Every
time a new member joins she is not
only helping herself but helping every
other member and friend of the SMBN,
we welcome you x
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‘Friends’ of the SMBN
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‘Friends’ of the SMBN
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‘Friends’ of the SMBN
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‘Friends’ of the SMBN
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Join us at the stunning Heythrop Park Resort in Oxfordshire
Sunday 28th March 2021

Emotional Wellbeing * Physical Wellbeing * Professional
Wellbeing * Sexual Wellbeing * Financial Wellbeing
Come and enjoy a relaxed day of workshops and talks whilst exploring our exhibitors,
who will range from recruitment, business, divorce, dating, wellbeing, sex, menopause,
money, glamour, health and more..
You deserve to feel FULFILLED and HAPPY in EVERY area of your life

www.find-your-power.com
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What drives me?
In 2016 I considered myself to be healed, and I wrote a book called finding
happiness and freeing your spirit, which is available via my websites. It has never
been about profit, it is about not wanting other to struggle a minute longer than
they have to.
When I unravelled the challenges that I faced as a single mum, I wanted nothing
more than to raise awareness of these challenges to help others, hence the birth
of the SMBN giving members exposure as well as a voice.
I am passionate in questioning why we still have trafficking, rape, abuse, poverty,
racism and homophobia amongst other things, and I have no shame in doing my
bit to hold those in positions of power accountable for not taking action, when
they have the power to do so.
We all have the power to make change happen, but we must work together to
do this.
When we are distracted with trying to survive, we are unable to find the energy to
tackle bigger [outside] issues. Once we have a sense of security, and can tackle
bigger issues, we can concentrate on kindness, compassion, environment, and a
new way of living that means that we can all use our natural skillset without falling
victim to those who take advantage.
We need to kill these problems at the root, so that there is less need for charities
and healers, to undo the damage that has been bought on by man himself. These
people can then contribute to a greater society, a more equal way of living,
whereby our people, animals and nature are safe, healthy.
Thank you for reading Single Mums Business Autumn / Winter 2020
Here’s to making magic happen in 2021.
Jules x

Google Single Mums Business Network. Think about how YOU can make a difference.
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